AMINTA A. MENJIVAR MALDONADO

From: El Salvador
Current Location: Denver, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: Socio-economic development

AQUELLA PEGUES

From: Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA
Current Location: Westminster, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: Sustainable Environmental development & natural resource management

BARKIA POOLE

From: Connecticut, USA
Current Location: Orlando, FL, USA
Development Passion: Water, sanitation, and hygiene
EDGAR KAPIZA BAYANI
From: Malawi
Current Location: Lilongwe Malawi
Development Passion:
Sustainable Energy and Development

JANVIERE NIYIGENA
From: Kigali City, Rwanda
Current Location: Kigali City, Rwanda (Gasabo District)
Development Passion:
Development practices, management studies, and economical production systems

JEAN JACQUES IRADUKUNDA
From: Western Province of Rwanda
Current Location: Kigali City, Rwanda
Development Passion: Business development & success
JENNA EASTMAN
From: Cleveland, Ohio, USA
Current Location: Akron, Ohio, USA
Development Passion: Nutrition, food security, agriculture, environmental impact and gender

JAMES JIMMY JOHNSON
From: Tubmanburg City, Bomi County, Republic of Liberia
Current Location: Monrovia, Liberia
Development Passion: Rural development and food security

LIBERTY WICKMAN
From: Atlantic, Iowa, USA
Current Location: La Sierra Madre, Chiapas, Mexico
Development Passion: Holistic, sustainable development; education, environment, healthcare, economic opportunity, and human rights
RESIAN LETOLUO

From: Olkinyei (Narok County), Kenya
Current Location: Maasai Mara, Kenya
Development Passion: Women Empowerment and sustainable livelihoods approach to poverty reduction

SHANNON CRAMER

From: East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, USA
Current Location: Durango, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: Housing security, urban green places

STEPHANIE GOMMERT

From: Chiang Mai, Thailand
Current Location: Denver, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: Achieving global health equity
TIERRA BISHOP
From: East Texas, USA
Current Location: Denver, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: Global humanitarian aid and social justice

ALAIN MICHEL DORICYUSA GABIRO
From: Kigali, Rwanda
Current Location: Kigali, Rwanda
Development Passion: Integrating environment and climate change into practices with social and cultural inclusions for sustainable development

AVOKI OMEKANDA
From: Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
Current Location: Michigan, USA
Development Passion: All UN sustainable development goals
CIZA NDEGEY
From: Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
Current Location: Kinshasha, DRC
Development Passion: Grassroots communities, agriculture, renewable energy and education

CAMILLA TURQUIA GOMES
From: Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil
Current Location: Denver, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: Latin America and human rights

AMANDA FILIPCZUK
From: Columbus, Georgia, USA
Current Location: Denver, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: Gender justice and community-based development
ALLIE HOLMQUIST  
(GRADUATE)

From: Long Beach, California, USA  
Current Location: Denver, Colorado, USA  
Development Passion: Women's empowerment through community

OLAYINKA AYO

From: Kogi State, Nigeria  
Current Location: Lagos, Nigeria  
Development Passion: Driving renewable energy technologies for community development in Nigeria

OMAR SHERIFF

From: Lofa County, Liberia  
Current Location: Montserrado County, Liberia  
Development Passion: Rural electrification and energy access
CECILIA GUERRERO

From: Guaranda, Ecuador
Current Location: Quito, Ecuador
Development Passion: Local business, education, and conservation in Ecuador

CEDAR WOLF

From: Colville, Washington, USA
Current Location: Wheat Ridge, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: Entrepreneurship education, planet conservation, renewable energies, and digital storytelling

LINDSEY KRUGER (GRADUATE)

From: Grafton, Iowa, USA
Current Location: Kathmandu, Nepal
Development Passion: Individual autonomy, agency of impoverished people, and gender justice
DOMINIC MARK MUGISHA
From: Mubende Town, Uganda
Current Location: Kampala, Uganda
Development Passion:
Renewable energy

NACARID SILVA
From: Valencia, Venezuela
Current Location: Denver, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: To provide education to all - no matter race, religion, gender or sexual orientation

BALCHISU ADAM
From: Ghana
Current Location: Ghana-Tamale
Unique fact: I love singing any song no matter the language
IRENE SAMY FAHIM
GABRIEL (GRADUATE)

From: Egypt
Current Location: North Coast
Unique fact: I am a Leo but am totally different than the character of the horoscope

KAROLI KOLOKONYI

From: Rwanda
Current Location: Kigali, Rwanda
Development Passion:
Promoting the use of technology to boost SMEs

KATE LAPIDES

From: Colorado, USA
Current Location: Colorado, USA / Kenya
Unique fact: I love running and skiing, and am a 20+ year practicing journalist
MARIAS RIPAU

From: Kenya
Current Location: Maasai, Kenya
Development Passion: Building strong and resilient economies through social enterprise

ELENA RODELLAR

From: Zaragoza, Spain
Current Location: Madrid, Spain
Development Passion: Designing development projects in order to enhance education and health in disadvantaged communities

TONY MUTEESASIRA

From: Uganda
Current Location: Kampala, Uganda
Development Passion: Community development and gender empowerment as a means of enriching vulnerable communities
YVES KANA
From: Rwanda
Current Location: Eastern Province, Rwanda
Unique fact: I like to watch movies and I hate to travel

LOLO TISSEGLO
From: Burkina Faso / West Africa
Current Location: Denver, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: Rural and urban development

KELSEY HOUSEHOLDER
From: Phoenix, AZ, USA
Current Location: Denver, Colorado, USA
Development Passion: WASH